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e have spent a lot of time this year looking at what man must do
to make a success of life and become a reference point. We have
also unequivocally established that it is not an easy or walk over task. We
must however not omit God out of the equation. I have a strong conviction of not only the presence but also the dominance of the Supreme,
Supernatural and Almighty God in the operation of man’s world. There
are too many occurrences and facts that support this view. Denying this,
amount to simply burying one’s head in the sand neither does it nullify
the facts that establish this position.
God is not a taskmaster, neither is He a wicked king. He is a loving, kind
but righteous, principled Father. God is a very present and responsible
Father who intervenes in the affairs of men at the very point when it is
needed and required. We see this in the works of His hand as he
regularly brings the ‘waves to the seas’. I strongly believe that God does
indeed brings the waves to man’s world and does so regularly. God is so
consistent in His dealings and this makes Him so reliable and predictable.
However; His ways are so different from man’s way that too many times
we judge Him inconsistent not because He is, but because we do not
understand Him nor His ways. The truth is, He is so awesome, it would
take more than our lifetime to comprehend Him. We must be satisfied to
rely upon discovering God everyday and it is well worth it to spend our
time doing so. Today we would focus on how to recognize the presence of
God induced waves, and the how of riding the waves.

How do we recognize the presence of a God-induced wave?
A single occurrence is an event,
two similar and
complementary events may be
a coincidence, however three
and more such events must be a
pattern... a God-induced wave
where the pattern of events are
particularly favourable to us.
Another sign of a God-induced
wave is where there is a single
but outstanding, uncharacteristic occurrence especially if it is one for which a hard pursuit for an extended period had
occurred in the past. The popular human expression is luck, but it is essentially produced by what I call a God-induced
wave. Just like my husband‘s favourite expression is: One day of favour can cancel many years of labour, such events
bring to fore the evidence of the supernatural intervention in man’s world. The presence of human and or circumstantial
help not commensurate to the inputs and or effort is another indication of a God-induced wave. Let me quickly
distinguish this occurrence from one borne out of a manipulative, corrupt and breaking the rules scheme. One reaping
from what one sows and from where one sows is the general rule, however a God-induced wave precipitates situations
where one reaps more that what is sown and or where it may not have been directly sown. Remember, however, there is
always some sowing.
Can a God-induced wave be triggered? Absolutely, Yes. This does not refer to an undue influence, control and or
manipulation of the Almighty God.. rather it implies an access to God as stipulated by Him. It refers to God’s own
benevolent decision to grant access to Himself through Mercy and Grace. Mercy allows you to be freed from the fullness of
deserving negative consequences of our actions while Grace refers to accessing the positive results beyond our actions. We
would discuss these spiritual concepts a lot more early in the new year... please watch out!

But what is the how of riding these waves when and where they are present?

Riding the waves is an English idiom which
means to enjoy the advantage or benefit of a
particularly successful, popular, fortunate,
interesting, etc., moment or period of time.
A few tips should suffice here..

•
•
•
•

Recognize it’s not business as usual, embrace
the waves even if you need to change your
established routines.
Be grateful for them and value them by
ensuring you benefit from the presence of the
waves
Celebrate the moment so that the motivation
to press on through the not so good times is
generated
Learn from the experience and reposition for
the next wave
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